
Solution-Focused Therapy Questions

Name: Age:

Gender:  Male  Female  Other: Date of Session:

Questions About Goal Formulation

 What brings you here?

 How is that a problem for you?

 How do you think that is a problem for the other person or people?

 What would go better if the problem were solved?

 What would be a good outcome for you?

Questions About Exceptions

 What has changed since you made an appointment for this session?



 What is already going better since you made the appointment for this session?

 What is already working in the right direction?

 What have you already tried, and which of those things helped, even if only a little bit?

 What did you do differently in the past?

Questions About Competencies

 Could you tell me about your assets and good qualities?

 How do you manage to  ?

 How did you know you were able to  ?

 How did you know what was needed?



 What gave you the strength to  ?

Scaling Questions

On a scale of 10 to 0, where 10 means that the problem that brings you here has been 
(sufficiently) solved or your goal has been reached, and 0 is the worst moment you’ve 
experienced, where are you now?

1  6

2  7

3  8

4  9

5  10

 What does that number stand for?

 How is it that you are already at that number?

 What would one step higher look like?

 What is different or is going differently?



Questions With Which to Conclude and Evaluate the Session

 What question would you like to hear that I haven’t yet asked?

 What improvement would you like to tell me about next time?

 What would you wish to achieve at the next session to feel that that session had been useful?

 Suppose you wanted to give yourself a homework suggestion. What might it be?

 What will you be doing differently after this session?

Adapted from: Bannink, F. (2010). 1001 Solution-focused questions: Handbook for solution-focused 
interviewing. W W Norton & Co.


	Name: Alex Johnson
	Age: 32
	Date of Session: March 30, 2024
	Gender: 
	What brings you hereRow1: Feeling overwhelmed at work and it's affecting my mood and relationship.
	How is that a problem for youRow1: I'm constantly stressed, not sleeping well, and it's causing arguments with my partner.
	How do you think that is a problem for the other person or peopleRow1: My partner feels neglected and frustrated at not being able to help.
	What would go better if the problem were solvedRow1: I'd be happier, more present in my relationships, and more productive at work.
	What would be a good outcome for youRow1: To find strategies to manage my work stress and improve my relationship.
	What has changed since you made an appointment for this sessionRow1: I've had a conversation with my partner about needing support.
	Group1: Male
	Check Box2: 
	0: Yes
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	5: Yes

	What is already going better since you made the appointment for this sessionRow1: There's better communication between me and my partner.
	What is already working in the right directionRow1: I've started taking short breaks at work to decompress.
	What have you already tried and which of those things helped even if only a little bitRow1: The breaks at work and talking to my partner have helped a bit.
	What did you do differently in the pastRow1: I used to go for runs to relieve stress, but I stopped.
	Could you tell me about your assets and good qualitiesRow1: I'm resilient, creative, and a good communicator when I'm not stressed.
	How do you manage to Row1: I focus on one task at a time and remind myself that it's okay to ask for help.
	How did you know you were able to Row1: My partner and colleagues have given me positive feedback.
	How did you know what was neededRow1: I've read articles on stress management and tried different techniques.
	How do you manage to: 
	0: excel at work now

	How did you know you were able to: become better at communicating
	Check Box3: 
	0: Yes
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	5: Yes
	6: Yes
	7: Yes

	What gave you the strength to Row1: The desire to improve my quality of life and relationships.


	What does that number stand forRow1: It means I'm starting to see a change and feeling slightly more optimistic.
	How is it that you are already at that numberRow1: By talking to my partner and taking short breaks at work.
	What would one step higher look likeRow1: Incorporating exercise into my routine and maintaining the improvements.
	What is different or is going differentlyRow1: Better communication with my partner and decreased stress levels.
	What gave you the strength to: seek help and work towards change
	Group2: Choice7
	Check Box4: 
	0: Yes
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes
	5: Yes

	What question would you like to hear that I havent yet askedRow1: How will you celebrate small victories on your journey to improvement?
	What improvement would you like to tell me about next timeRow1: I'd like to start running again and have a more structured plan for work.
	What would you wish to achieve at the next session to feel that that session had been usefulRow1: To have a clear action plan for stress management and improving work-life balance.
	Suppose you wanted to give yourself a homework suggestion What might it beRow1: Schedule time for running three times a week and create a work task list.
	What will you be doing differently after this sessionRow1: Communicating openly with my partner about stress and getting back into running.
	Check Box1: 
	0: Yes
	1: Yes
	2: Yes
	3: Yes
	4: Yes



